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Our	targets	and table	of	contents			
m(a)= meV - 1MeV		(10	9 wide	range)	

Thermal	produced	DM	mass
is		10	MeV-10	TeV
Our	target	is		just	below			
thermal	production	10MeV

No	rigid	model	exits	except	for	
axion for	such	a	light	region	:
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Our	study	based	on
independently	from	DM	model

(5)
Extend?

Extend	upto 100MeV?arXiv:1303.4758



Introduction:	Why	is	light	used?	

Energy

Space・time

The	Higgs	Particle

The	energy	excites	the	field.

The	Higgs	Boson	is	discovered	in	2012	at	LHC

Energy

Space・ time

Higgs	field	hidden
in	vacuum	

ヒッグスが２つの光子に崩壊

Discovery	of	the	Higgs	boson	shows	that
our	vacuum	is	filled	with	the	strange	
quantum	field (in	pool	with	Weak	charge)
Higgs	field	is	hidden	in	our	vacuum.
We	collide	gluon	and	gluon	
then		excite	this	hidden	filed.	
This	is	the	Higgs	Boson.				Photon	can	used	instead	of	gluon.

Energy	is	given		to	the	vacuum
by	gluon	or	W	boson		collisions	
at	LHC

Exited	state	=

２７km	
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Higgs	Field

QCD	Field
QED	Field

Dark	Eenergy ?
Axion Dilaton ?

Planck	Scale	?

Various	fields	are	hidden	in		our	vacuum	

Discovered

Visible	light

Microwave

X-ray

gamma-ray

Photon	has	a	good	potential	to		survey these	
fields,	because	of	spin	and	property	of	anti-.

Virtual	electron	
are	occupied	

Higgs		quantum
filed

GUT	field	

{3	forces	
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Energy	scale	 Corresponding	wave	length	



Wide	range	of	Light	Sources	are	developed/used
meV(THz)																																			eV	(Laser) KeV（X Ray）

Gyrotron +	FP	resonator	
E>100kW 102	6 Photon

F=450,000	FP	resonator
500	TW	Leaser	

SACLA・Spring8

Various	combinations
of	these	light	sources	
cover	various	ECM	for	survey

10-20	T	strong	Magnet	
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Rule	violation?
Facility	is	big,
But	the	experimental	setup/hall	
is	just	on	the	table.

I	hope
Clear	!!
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Light Shining through
Walls (LSW) @

Spring8 



1) X-ray + X-ray  ECM~ 10keV

2) Visible Laser + X-ray  ECM ~ 100 eV

Particle Physicist View: Collider at various ECMs

Laser+Magnet
Log(mass	ALPS	/	ECM			eV)

3) Visible Laser + Strong Magnet 
~ 1 meV
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Photon	does	not	couple	to	photon	itself.
But	virtual	electron-positron	pair	exists	
in	our	vacuum.		(This	is	the	QED	vacuum)
Photon-photon	scatter	through	this	loop.	

QED	prediction	

The	expected	cross	section	σ=1.8×10-70 [m2] for		ω=eV Too	small!!	

What	is	QED	background?
Non-linear	effect of	the	vacuum	

e- -

This	process	is	seriously	suppressed	by		α4	and	highly	suppressed	by	electron	mass	m8.

It	is	BG	for	hunting	of	a	new	field.
but	It	is	also	a	very	interesting	target	
Nobody	see	yet	(ATLAS	report	recently)	

Enhanced	by	24th order	of	magnitude	for	10KeV	X-ray comparing	to		visible	lights.		9



4) Positronium

Particle Physicist View: Collider at various ECMs

Log(ECM)

QED	BG	is	serious	
for	√s	>	100	KeV

e+ e- e+ e-

Positronium is	e+ e- bound	state
Ps		is	e+ e- collider	
(Low	energy	limit)

Photon	collider	 ee collider	
14TeV-100TeV		
gq collider	

WIMP	can	be	
covered	completely
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Thermal

TeV region

arXiv:1901.02987



[1]	Vacuum	Magnetic	Birefringence	with	Pulsed	B		√S~1meV

QED	vacuum	View

Δn = n|| - n⊥ = kCM×B2

kCM=4.0×10-24[T-2]   

Sensitivity	to	Axion Like	Particles	

→ Evidence of	
QED	vacuum	

PLVAS	 try	to	
discover	VMB
Signal?	 Noise?	
is	observed	

New	Physics
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Refraction	index	n	changes	on	the	
direction	of	the	magnetic	field	B
(Birefringence)	->	Polarization	is	affected.



OVAL	experiment	at	U.	Tokyo

Strong	Magnet	(15T)	is	used	
High	repetition	pulsed	magnet	
is	used.
It	is	different	from	PVLAS.

High	Finesse	Fabry-Perot	Cavity	
Effective	L	in	B	=	520	Km

Sensitivity	Δn∝ B2LB

Polari	meter	is	
used	to	pickup	signal	
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Noise	control	(similar	to	GW	
detector)	is	also	crucial

Concept	View		
L:	Light	path	length



Pulsed	Magnet

11	T 20cm	OK → Next	15T	will	be	ready	soon	

Control Units

Capacitor Box

C=3.0mF, V=4.5kV, 15kVA

Magnet	is	reinforced	
with	Stainless		case
(Force	40	Mpa is	

generated	at	magnet	ON)

Quick	Recharge	system	
High	repetition	O(１)Hzφ5.3mm:	pipe:		Light	path

Racetrack	magnet
with	Cu

13

Prototype	has
been	
tested	well



Everyone	is	surprised	with	
Pulsed	Magnet	?!?

Magnet	is
operated	
in	L.	N2 for	
cooling	77K
Let’s	turn	ON

I=20kA	Cable

14

Large	vibration	
&	sound



Do	not	be	ambitious	!!!	

Magnet	in	L.N2
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Why	do	we	choose	the	pulsed	magnet?

Automatic
Recover	after	

vibration	

Please	remind	detection	of	Gravitational	Wave.
Signal	is	much	much	smaller	than	BG.
But	we	know	the	signal	shape → fit	&	pickup	signal
Shape	is	important.
PVLAS		SC		stable	Magnet	is	used.
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propagate	with	sonic	velocity.	Arrives	later	
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Fast	pulse	->	High	Frequency	

High	Noise background	@	low	Frequency

F=30,000	Cavity	Noise	OK
Next	Study	with	F=300,000 16

<−−−−--->
Signal	
expect	
here

Benefit	1

Benefit	2



Recharge	system

FP	and	Magnet	 in	Clean	Booth

Control	system	(Magnet	and	DAQ)

LSW	

Experimental	Setup	@	U.Tokyo
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The	first	test		result	
with	just	100	pulses		is	published

Eur.Phys.J.	D71	(2017)	no.11,	308

何かが見えている？

PVLAS	found
Signal	of	new	physics?
Unknown	noise?

Factor	
300	less
sensitive
to	PVLAS	

Student’s	master	thesis

Current	Status

QED	prediction
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No signal	
was	observed
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2017 Goal Gain Status	for	Goal
Magnet 9[T] 15[T] 3 Soon	[Cu->CuAg]
Length	 0.2[m] 0.8[m] 4 Easy
Pulse	
length

1.2[msec] 4.8[msec] 2 Upgrade	power	
unit	(Add	Capa.)

Finesse	 350,000 650,000 2 Ready
Run	time 100 [pulse] 200	[days] 14 Stability	test	Yet.

Factor		~3000		can	be	gained.

Status	of	Preparation	for		the	Next	Step

19



何かが見えている？

PVLAS	found
Signal	of	new	physics?
Unknown	noise?

*Observe
birefringence
by	QED	effect

*Confirm	/	reject
Excess	@	PVLAS

Student’s
master	thesis

Status	@2020

QED	prediction
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QED	prediction
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3	challenges		

A） Photon	Luminosity	is	crucial.	
B） To	collide	photon	to	photon,		control	the	optical	path	accurately	

in	space	and	in	timing.
C） Understand	background	events	and	reject	them	drastically.

Signal	is	very	very	small.	On	the	other	hand,	BG	is	huge.

[2]	Search	for	the	photon	scatter	at	SACLA	√S~10keV

We	performed	to	search	for	
photon-photon collision		
at	SACLA(X-ray	FEL).

Just	collide?	Not	so	easy!!

21



² 6×1011photons/pulse@11keV,		Pulse	frequency	is	30-60Hz.		
² Beam	width	is	200μm	× 200μm	(FWHM),	and	a	pulse	length	is	short	

as			10fs(=3μm)
²Monochromatic	spectrum		(bandwidth	80eV	->63meV)	is	obtained

using	the	channel	cut in	which	Si	(4,4,0)	Lattice	is	used.	
E=10.985keV				

² Using	the	KB	mirrors,	beam	is	squeezed			into	1	μm (Horizontal)	
→ High	Intensity	is	obtained.

A) How	to	gain	Photon	Intensity;	Upstream		

Total	external
reflection	mirror
to	cut	higher	Harmonic	

Channel	cut

Optical	Hatch EH2 EH4

KB mirror

Be

Undulator

LINAC

Monitor

22



B)	How	to	Split	and	Collide	X-rays	
Laue diffraction	is	used;
Si		(4,4,0)	Crystal	Lattice	is	used.		
θB=36° for	10.985keV	incident	X-ray
Injected	X-ray	is	split	into	
transmit	and	diffractive.			Both	efficiencies	are	about	10%

Incident	
Transmit

diffractive	

Lattice

θB

θB

θB

Si
t=0.2mm

Laue-Type	interferometer	is	used;
3	blades	(t=200μm) are	cut
from	a	single	crystal	of	Silicon.

５ｃm

Schematic	view	

23



Detector

50mmVertical	

Beam	
from	SACLA
Horizontal	is
concentrated	1μm
Vertical	is	not,	

for	the
diffraction	

3	Blades (t=0.2mm)

B’)		How	to	collide	X-rays
Beam	splits	into	two	using	the	blades,	and	collide	here.
Optical	path	(both	in	space	and	time)		is guaranteed,

because	of	the	single	crystal.	
PI
N

PIN detectors
monitoring	intensities	
pulse	by	pulse

Laue-Type	interferometer

24Nice	idea	



Dominant	background	is	the	stray	photon	of	the	incident	X-ray.	(E~11KeV)	
Collision	is	not	Head-on	(	the	collision	angle	is	72	degree),	then	the	CM	
system	is	boosted	forward.	The	energy	of	signal	photon	becomes		18-20	keV.

Incident	beam
(10.985keV)

72°

Boosted	

signal	coverage:17.4%
X	ray	E=18-20keV	

C)	Background	suppression	(Energy	information	)

Background	events	are
suppressed	by	
the	energy	information

Environmental	radiation
backgrounds	are	rejected	
by	the	timing	information
between	signal	and	beam	

25
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Result	

X-ray	timing	(0:	SACLA	X-ray	pulse)[μs]
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]

No	signal was	observed	
stray	X	rays
(11	keV)

environmental	
X	rays

◆Potential	source	of	pseudo	signals
1)pileups	of	two	stray	X	rays
:	~0.01	pileups	are	expected
2)accidental	coincident	of	
environmental	X	rays
:0.43	± 0.03	BGs	are	expected

Phys.	Lett.	B	763	(2016)	454
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Upper-limit	on	the	cross-section(95%CL)

Photon	Energy	at	CM	

Cr
os
s-
se
ct
io
n	

The	first	results	at		
X	ray	region.

10KeV1eV 100eV

But	still	need	
sensitivity	of	1015-1020
to	observe	the	QCD	
Axion /	QED	vacuum

No signal	
was	observed

Why	so	becomes	worse?		Arrowed	E	Width	of	“Laue	scatter”	is	too	narrow
80eV	->	63meV		1/1000	*	2%	(2	Laue	scatter)	->	10 -5	photon	loss	/	each	

We	have	performed
twice		in	
2014	and	2016

1.9	× 10-27 [m2]
~	10	14 fb

QED	effect	
prediction

Previous
Searches
Using	
Visible	light
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Detector

50mmVertical	

Beam	
from	SACLA
Horizontal	is
concentrated	1μm
Vertical	is	not,	

for	the
diffraction	

3	Blades (t=0.2mm)

B’)		How	to	collide	X-rays
Beam	splits	into	two	using	the	blades,	and	collide	here.
Optical	path	(both	in	space	and	time)		is guaranteed,

because	of	the	single	crystal.	
PI
N

PIN detectors
monitoring	intensities	
pulse	by	pulse

Laue-Type	interferometer

28Not	Nice	idea	



Collide		Here	
No	Laue	Scatter

Next	Step	:	SACLA+SPring-8	head-on	collision

Riken	has	a	plan	for	material	science.
We	are	developing	the	methods	to	collide	with	each	other.

Control	path	and	timing	is	in	progress.
29



Squeezed	
into	1	μm,
I	>	1022 W
B>	106 T

500TW	25fs
Laser	(800nm)

Scatter	angle	~	30μrad

[3]	X-ray	- Laser	scatter		at	SACLA			√S~100eV

Performance of the SACLA
・Photon number    ：6×1011 photons/pulse ＠10 keV
・Pulse width          ：<10 fs
・Beam size after focusing -> 1 µm

500	TW	laser	
(in	commissioning	now)

Performance of the 500 TW laser 
・Wave	length				：800	nm
・Pulse	energy			：10 J
・Pulse	width						：30 fs
・Rate													 ：1	Hz
・ beam		size	is	squeezed	upto 1μm	

SACLA		
High	intensity

E=8	KeV

E=1eV

Provides	XFEL

30



X-ray is scattered (small angle)

Pump laser
Pulse energy：W
Beam waist：ωL

Probe laser

Pump laser

PRD 94, 013004 (2016) 

Probe X-ray laser
(Gaussian beam)
Photon flux：J
Photon energy：E
Beam waist :ωX

High	Energy		E
Squeezed	both		
High	Flux			J
High	Power		W

How	to	detect?	

θ [µrad]
dN

/d
co

sθ
 [a

.u
.]

Scattered
2σ 
~60µrad

Probe
XFEL

QED	view:	Strong	Magnetic	B		makes	
Inuniformity of	index

Slit	is	
used
to	pickup
signal

~60μrad
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日本物理学会 2017/09/15

2.5TW Laser
1σ~3.5mm

集光点撮像系へ

XFEL
Mirror

Lens

Instead	of	500TW	laser,	2.5TW	test	laser	is	
used		for	test

2σ 9.8 µm
9.7 µm

Focus Point
Beam size 10μ

Collision

50 cm

The	first	test	experiment	has	been	performed	at	SACLA	(2017)

3
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The same timing!

Falling time
4ps

Plasma

Probe XFEL

GaAs film
(5 µm)

Ｔｉｍｉｎｇ is	estimated	with	GaAs	film

100 µm

Probe XFEL center

Laser microscope image after expose

Pump laser center

Position	is	estimated	with	Zn	thin	film	 Center	is	
OK	within	10μm

timing	is	
OK	within	2ps

X-ray	hits
GaAs	film
Plasma	is	
produced	

make	laser	trans.	worse
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But	Background	level	is	still	high	

Scattered	X-ray	is	suppressed	
By	the	Slits	(S3,	S4).
10	-16	suppression	is	necessary,	
But	still	about	10-4,	
diffraction	at	the	edges
contributes	to	BG.	

Layout	of	setup

X-Ray	is	focused		here,	path	is	
limited	by	2	slits
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The	first	search	has	been	performed	with	2.5TW	laser	+	SACLA	
Focusing	size	~	10μm		(This	is	the	first	result	for	X-ray+Laser)

Submit		soon

X-ray+X-ray

X-ray+Laser (VD)

Log	(Center	of	Mass	Energy	of	gamma	gamma	system)	

Cr
os
s-
se
ct
io
n

1034
Big	improvement	
is	necessary	
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Next	Step	for	Optics		

Using	deformable	mirror
Laser	is	squeezed	to	2μm

XFEL

shaper
(quadratic) Non diffractive

(Gauss distribution)

Laser Close	to
Diffraction
limit			Clear

Focus	point

We	propose
new	idea
for	XFEL
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●observed simulation
Shaper
500nm(RMS)

simulation
Shaper without roughness

Shaper	is	made	with	Si
(Ion	etching)

Magnified	view
of		surface	

Roughness
~	500	nm

30μrad	
gaussian

Roughness	~	20	nm
then	BG	suppress	
by	10-10

37
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eー

e＋

Vacuume+ e- e+ e-

[4]		Using	Atom	(Positronium)

Triplet	State Singlet	State	

Orthopositronium Parapositroniim

Positronium is		quite	different	from	the	other	Hydogen-like		atom	

Dominant	decay	mode
o-Ps	→ 3γ

λ=7.039979		μ s	-1

o-Ps o-Ps

Mix	with	photon
87GHz o-Ps	has	the	same

quantum	number	as
photon.	
It	is	the	excited	photon	

p-Ps	has	the	similar	
quantum	number	to
vacuum.	(	Higgs	field	not)
It	is	the	excited	vacuum.	

Dominant	decay	mode
p-Ps	→ 2γ

λ=8032.50		μ s	-1

A)	Rare	decay	
γ’→ γ X(ALPS)

C)	Energy	Level

B)	Decay	rate
38



A)	Exotic	decay

γ

o-Ps

X:	Scalar,	PsudoScalar,	Axial	Vector

Basic	decay	mode	
o-Ps	=>	3	γ is	seriously	suppressed	due	to
many	vertex	of	α	and	Phase	space.
Sensitivity	to	α(eeX)	becomes		high.

Search	for	event	in	which	
o-Ps	looks	like	to	decay	into	single	γ

PRL	 66	(1991)	2440	(my	master	thesis)

Sensitive	to		upto 1MeV		
α(eeX) <	10	-11	
For	Heavier	region	
Beam	dump	is	maybe	better

Current	g-2	limit	

39

e+e- collider

coupling	to	electron	

Ge	detector
is	covered	
with	veto	counter



B)	Decay	rate	

7.02 7.04 7.06

Phys. Lett. A69, 97 (1978)

J. Phys. B11, 743 (1978)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 525 (1982)

Nuovo Cimento 97A, 419 (1987) Phys. Rev. Lett. 58,1328 (1987)

Phys. Rev. A40, 5489 (1989)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 1344 (1990)

Phys. Lett. B357 ,475 (1995)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 90 ,203402 (2002)

Decay rate( sec-1)

Phys. Lett. B572 ,117 (2003)

μ

O(α )2

Phys. Lett. B671 ,219 (2009)

o-Ps	→3γ	decay	rate
Measure	values	were	much	shorter	than	QED
prediction	25	years	ago		(Positronium lifetime	puzzle)	
->	Now	we	solve	this	problem	(thermalization)	Red	shows	our	results

and	consist	with	QED

My	Ph.D thesis

)-1 secμDecay rate (
7.037 7.038 7.039 7.04 7.041 7.042 7.043

Phys.Lett. B357,475 (1995)

Phys.Rev.Lett. 90, 203402 (2002)

Phys.Lett. B572,117 (2003)

)2αwithout O( QED prediction
) correction2αwith O(correction

combined result

Phys.Lett. B671,219 (2009)

Now	accuracy	is	O(α2)	

Please	remind	that	o-Ps	is
Bound	state,	QED	prescription	is	different	
from	Free	particle.	NRQED 40



e+ e-

e+ e-

２０３GHｚ

C)	Energy	Level	
Mixed	with	Photon

Mixed	with	Vacuum

There	was	15ppm(4σ)	discrepancy	
between	QED	prediction	
and	measurements

Mixed	unknown	filed
contributes?

41

Dark	photon
contributes?



C)	Energy	Level	2	C)	Energy	Level	new	results	

We	perform	new	measurement	with	new	method.
The	result	is	consistent	with	QED	and	reject	previous
results.		(Unfortunately!!!)

Now	accuracy	is	O(α2)	

obtain	tight	
constrain	on	ALPS

Need	calculation	with	
Quantum	Field	Theory	(QFT)
Not	Quantum	Mechanics(QM)
They	are	mixing	with
Photon	and	Vacuum,
also	unknown	new	particle.

????
α(eeX) <	10	-16
using	QM
????

42

Phys.Lett. B734 
(2014) 338



Excited	Photon	 ->				excited	vacuum	+	Photon(203GHz)
Forbidden	in	the	relativistic	limit	

First	transition	between	o-Ps	->	p-Ps	with	M1	transition

HFS = 203.39± 0.18 GHz 
width = 11.2 ± 2.3   /nsec
A= (3.7 ±0.5) * 10-8 /sec

Side View�

Top View�17
00

 m
m
�

520 mm�

22Na source�
plastic 
scintillator�copper

mirror�

pyroelectric 
detector�

piezoelectric 
stage�

gold mesh mirror 
& silicon substrate�

LaBr3 (Ce)  
crystals�

photomultiplier 

gyrotron 

photomultiplier 

gas chamber 
(neo-C5H12 1atm ) 

Gaussian 
beam 

Fabry-Pérot 
cavity 

hole�

BW	resonance	is	
firstly	observed		

203GHz	light	source
(100kW)	is	developed

Accuracy	will	be	improved
with	positron	beam to	form	Ps	

powerful	Gyrotorn
43

Phys.Rev.Lett. 108 (2012) 253401
PTEP	2015	(2015)	no.1,	011C01
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Next	step

Ps		BEC	

To	realize	BEC
We	make
high	density	Ps	(1018 cm-3)
cool	down	14K
within	100	nsec

1)	High	intensity	positron	beam
2)	Silica	nano processing
with	cooling

3)	Laser	cooling
with	new	optics

*	First	BEC	with	anti	matter
*	Massive	Photon	Laser?

In	progress
Within		a	few(several?)	years

44
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AVETISSIAN, AVETISSIAN, AND MKRTCHIAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 92, 023820 (2015)

Because of the ongoing progress in physics for the produc-
tion and manipulation of positronium atoms, one can expect
the realization of BEC of Ps atoms in the near future. The
latter is a very challenging project and could lead to various
fundamental applications. In particular, it is of great interest to
investigate the process of collective annihilation decay of Ps
atoms from the BEC state, as a coherent ensemble of lasing
atoms, towards the generation of intense coherent γ rays in
the MeV domain of energies. The creation of a γ -ray laser
has been the subject of extreme interest since the realization
of the first lasers. The annihilation of electron-positron pairs
has been considered as one of the basic processes for the
intense γ -ray sources. The induced annihilation of a pair was
already considered by Dirac [32]. For the observed γ -ray
lines from the astrophysical objects, the radiation through the
spontaneous [33] and stimulated annihilation [34,35] of an
electron-positron plasma was considered. Then the ideas of Ps
BEC and subsequent annihilation in the context of a γ -ray laser
were considered in Refs. [19,36–38]. In these papers, the lasing
gain coefficient has been obtained from the rate equations. The
latter is applicable to lasing systems with drivers (initial seed)
and resonators and cannot be extrapolated to the exponential
gain regime [39]. Meanwhile, because there are no drivers
or mirrors operable at γ -ray frequencies, one should realize
single pass lasers operating in the so-called self-amplified
spontaneous-emission regime. A mechanism of a γ -ray laser
at the collective annihilation of Ps atoms in a BEC state
in the self-amplified spontaneous-emission regime has been
proposed in Ref. [40]. It has been shown that at the coupling
of two macroscopic coherent ensembles of bosons—the BEC
of Ps atoms and photons—there is an instability at which,
starting from the vacuum state of the photonic field, the
expectation value of the photon’s mode occupation grows
exponentially for a narrow interval of frequencies around
the 511 keV line. In the present paper, a more detailed
and thorough study of the γ -ray generation at the collective
annihilation of Ps atoms in a BEC state in the self-amplified
spontaneous-emission regime is presented. Here we utilize
the more general Hamiltonian including the stimulated o-Ps
to p-Ps transition. For the elongated shape of the BEC, it
shows a laserlike action, i.e., directional radiation when the
spontaneously emitted entangled and the oppositely directed
photon pairs are amplified, leading to an exponential buildup
of a macroscopic population into the end-fire modes. We also
investigate the influence of an external potential and interaction
between the Ps atoms on the γ -ray self-amplification process.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the main
Hamiltonian is constructed. In Sec. III, two-photon decay
of a Ps atom is analyzed. In Sec. IV, we consider the
intrinsic instability of recoilless collective two-photon decay
and present the setup for a γ -ray laser. In Sec. V, we
consider the influence of confinement and interaction between
the positronium atoms on the considered process. Finally,
conclusions are given in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC HAMILTONIAN

We begin our study with construction of the Hamiltonian
which governs the quantum dynamics of the considered
process. Here and below, except where it is stated otherwise,

FIG. 1. (Color online) The energy levels of interest. The upper
two levels represent hyperfine splitting of the ground state of Ps. The
applied electromagnetic field drives the o-Ps =⇒ p-Ps transition.
The annihilation decay of the p-Ps into two entangled photons of the
same helicity is shown.

we employ natural units (c = ! = 1). Since o-Ps has a
relatively long lifetime, in a laboratory-based experiment it
will be more suitable to obtain a Bose-Einstein condensate for
o-Ps. As was proposed in Ref. [7], the use of spin-polarized
positrons will eventually lead to a gas of spin-polarized Ps,
which does not undergo the mutual spin-conversion reaction.
Thus, in the ensemble of Ps atoms, rapid annihilation of the
singlet states and collisions among the various triplet substates
will cause the Ps atoms to become completely polarized
into a pure m = 1 triplet state. Then, to trigger two-photon
annihilation, one should induce the triplet-to-singlet transition.
The latter can be realized via the ground-state hyperfine
transition either by the resonant sub-THz radiation (0.2 THz)
or strong off-resonant electromagnetic field. Thus, in Fig. 1, the
energy levels of interest are schematically shown. The upper
two levels represent hyperfine splitting of the ground state of
a Ps atom. The applied electromagnetic wave field drives the
o-Ps =⇒ p-Ps transition. Then annihilation decay of the p-Ps
into the two entangled photons of the same helicity are shown.

To obtain dynamic equations, we will utilize the second
quantized formalism. For this purpose, let us introduce the cre-
ation and annihilation operators for p-Ps and o-Ps. The opera-
tor describing the creation of p-Ps in the internal ground state
with the total center-of-mass momentum p can be written as
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a0 = 2/(mα0) is the Bohr radius for Ps, m is the electron
mass, and α0 is the fine-structure constant. For the
phase-space integration, we have introduced the notation
d#q = Vd3q/(2π )3 (V is the quantization volume). In
Eq. (1), !a+

p,s and !b+
p,s are the creation operators for electrons

and positrons, respectively. The quantum number s describes
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Why? Ps-BEC

1. Measure	anti-matter	gravity	
by	atom-interferometer	

2. 511	keV gamma-ray	laser
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• o-Ps	BEC	to	p-Ps	by	203	GHz	RF
• p-Ps	BEC	collectively	decays	into	

coherent	511	keV gamma-rays
p Probe	with	x10	shorter	

wavelength	than	current	x-rays
p Macroscopic	entanglement

g

Fast

Slow

Intensity	of	Ps	blinks	by	changing	
path	length

• Deceleration	by	gravity	shift	
phase	of	Ps	in	different	paths

• Path	length	20	cm	to	see	gravity	
effects	with	weak-equivalent	
principle
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[5]	Extend	to	10-100	MeV	collider?	
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√S	=	10-200		MeV
Collider	is	interesting?

1) No	collider	at	this	ECM	
in	Histiroy

2)	Also	difficult	to	cover	
by	beam	dump

->	Next	European	Project	

Problem	on	αs		
QCD	Vacuum	

(vacuum	polarization	)

*	Emittance	is	important	for	such	a	low	energy	e+e- collider	
• Linear	Collider	Technology	can	be	used:		

15	Years	Ago,	I	consider	with	an	accelerator	expert	at	KEK
Using	asset	of	ILC

Tabletop	size	
About	10M	USD
Not	so	expensive
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Many	proposal	are	submitted	for	European	Strategies
to	cover	here		



Summary
Ø After	Higgs	Boson	discovery,

“Vacuum”	becomes	one	
of	the	frontier		field	(maybe	related	to	DM)

Ø Many	fields	are	hidden	in	vacuum.
Photon	is	key	technology	to
probe	the	vacuum.

Ø Using	Photon,	three	different	energy	regions	
(10KeV,	100eV,	1meV)	are	explored	with	the	different	technologies.		

Ø Positronium is	also	good	tool	to	probe	light	new	particles.

Ø Space/time	(Gravity	for	particle)	is	also	exciting	(Next	time)

http://tabletop.icepp.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/Tabletop_experiments/English_Home.html
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おまけ



Thermal	
dark	matter
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テスト実験(Calib.):		窒素いれて実験

Ie=透過：偏光が変わった成分 It=反射：もともとの偏光成分
Ie/It	=	P0+P1*B(ファラデー回転）+P2*B2	(ファラデー回転＋複屈折成分）
同時フィットして、窒素の圧力を 100-1000	Paかえて測定

Calibration	OK	!

真空でテスト (100回だけ磁石）

Kc＝3*10-17	[T-2]	
7桁不足→４桁は今のセットアップで可能
PVLASと同感度の測定が可能

磁石 強化 ＋ ３ヶ月の測定で→ QED
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X-ray	has		advantages	to	probe	the	QED	vacuum
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² Cross-section	has	the	strong	dependence	on	w;   (ω/me)6 6th power!!	
Enhanced	by	24th order	of	magnitude	for	10KeV	X-ray	comparing	to		visible	lights.		

² Previous	searches	have	been	performed	using	visible/infrared	light.
Many	filed	may	 be	
hidden	in	the	vacuum.

Let’s	use	different	ω,	and	
Explore	a	new	 regions.

² X-ray		is	vey	interesting	
(1)	Squeeze	upto ~	O(1)	nm
(2)	Go	straight		
(3)	Easy	a	single	photon	counting.
((1)->	intensity
(2)(3)	->	to	control	backgrounds)
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EH5

SACLA+SPring-8	co-operation
In	EH5:	SACLA	and	SPring-8	will	be	synchronized
in	near	future.
From	Spring8		~103 photon/pulse	40ps	(pulse	
intensity		is	10-9 weaker	than	SACLA)	
All	photons	from	SACLA/Spring8	can	be	used.
・50nm	focusing	can	be	used	in	head-on	collision
→sensitivity	1011 is	enhanced.

Next	Step	:	Soft	mirroring?	
SACLA+SPring-8	head-on	collision

If	Laue/Bragg	scatter
is	used,			very	narrow	Energy
width		is	necessary(63meV).
Can	we	use	more	loose	
mirroring	valid		for	
the	wide	width	(like	
mosaic	crystal	or	
multi-Layer	Bragg)?	
New	idea	/	New	Optics	
are	necessary	to	use	all
photons(1012)	from	the	XFEL.

Then	we	can	reach	the	
QED	vacuum	or	discover
a	new	unknown	field(Axion,	Dilaton).	 55



Paraphoton (Hidden	photon)
・ Extra	U(1)	Gauge	Bosonは理論
的に不可欠

・スピン１

・MeVだと暗黒物質の候補
・光子と paraphotonの混合

Axion
・ QCD	vacuum	should	v
PQ	対称性
・暗黒物質のよい候補

・スピン ０ パリティー負

Bの向きと光の偏極面が
一致すると 光→axion

Dilaton
・重力理論で不可欠

・インフレーションのタネ？

・スピン ０ パリティー正

スカラー粒子

Bの向きと光の偏極面が
直交すると 光→dilaton

γ
Paraphoton

!γ

両方の charge	を持つ
重いフェルミオン

光

Fµν F
µνa = gαγγ


E ⋅

Ba FµνF

µνd

= gdγγ (B
2 −E 2 )d
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BL19LXU ＠ SPring8 やってみた。
• エネルギー領域： 7.2	– 51	keV ・ビーム強度 1013 – 1014	photon/s	@	7.2	– 30	keV
• 線幅：数 eV ・ ビームサイズ： 1 mm	程度 ・ ８時間づつ ＊ ９点測定

Ge検出器，φ60×25
(Canberra,	BE2825)

光子 Paraphoton

2.77	m
lead	shield

undulator

ビームシャッター 1
厚さ 94	mm	の鉛変換領域（前半） 変換領域（後半）

モノクロメータ

全反射ミラー

0.65	m

0.65	m

光子

BG	を抑える
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5.	[C]	Using	collision	of	X-ray	and	Strong	Magnet	
at	Spring-8	(Axion/Dilaton like	particle)			

X	ray	9.5KeV	
3*1013 photon/s

8T	magnet	0.2m		*	2 8T	magnet	0.2m		*	2X-ray	is	cut	
here

Reconverted	
With	magnet
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3mF	Condenser	bank
30KJ			(1HZ	rep.)

10T	Magnets	are	used	(4	units)

L.Ne is	used	to	cool	magnet	down
100L/h	is	exhosted.	
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Sensitivity	is	for	0.1	eV	
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High	intensity	positron	beam	is	in	progress	in	Sansoken
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Ps	is	made	and	cool	down	to	100K	with	
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Laser	Cooling		(Special	optics	have	to	be	developed)
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